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CITY OF LAKE OSWEGO 
Planning Commission Minutes 

September 9, 2013 
 

 

1. CALL TO ORDER 

Chair William Gaar called the meeting to order at 6:35 p.m. in the Council Chambers of City 
Hall, 380 A Avenue. 
 

2. ROLL CALL 

Members present included Chair William Gaar, Vice Chair Randy Arthur, and Commissioners 
Puja Bhutani, Adrianne Brockman, Ed Brockman, Todd Prager and Sandi Swinford. 
 
Staff present included Scot Siegel, Planning and Building Services Director; Debra Andreades, 
Senior Planner; Evan Boone, Deputy City Attorney; and Iris McCaleb, Administrative Support. 
 

3. COUNCIL UPDATE 

Mr. Siegel reported that the Council was going to interview candidates to replace Councilor 
Kehoe; hear from the Willamette Falls Heritage group; award a water project contract; and 
receive an update on the City’s Sustainability Plan. 
 

4. CITIZEN COMMENT (Regarding issues not on the agenda) 

Dianne Cassidy, Wren Street, Lake Oswego, 97034, expressed concern that the Block 137 
development agreement was so tight and so specific that the Development Review 
Commission (DRC) would not be able to make any changes and citizen involvement would be 
useless.  Commissioner A. Brockman offered to contact the City Attorney to ask him if the City 
could make any changes to the agreement.  Ms. Cassidy advised when the City Council or the 
Planning Commission made a decision the same day that they heard citizens’ testimony 
citizens felt their comments were not being considered to the extent they should be.  
Commissioner E. Brockman related the Commission for Citizen Involvement (CCI) planned to 
consider that issue. 
 

5.  MINUTES 

5.1 May 29, 2013 

Chair Gaar moved to approve the Minutes of May 29, 2013.  Vice Chair Arthur seconded the 
motion and it passed 5:0:2.  Commissioners A. Brockman and Prager abstained. 
 

6. CONTINUED PUBLIC HEARING 

6.1 Comprehensive Plan Amendments/Periodic Review for Package 1:  Community Culture, 
Complete Neighborhoods and Housing, Inspiring Spaces and Places, Economic Vitality and 
Connected Community (LU 13‐0010) 

A request from the City of Lake Oswego for text amendments to Lake Oswego 
Comprehensive Plan goals and policies relating to the proposed Community Culture, 
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Complete Neighborhoods and Housing, Inspiring Spaces and Places, Economic Vitality and 
Connected Community chapters (Package 1).  The proposal would amend goals and policies 
from the existing Comprehensive Plan, including:  Goal 1, Goal 2.2, Goal 5.8, Goal 8, Goal 9, 
Goal 10, Goal 11.5, Goal 12. The proposed amendments, Housing Needs Analysis, and 
Economic Opportunities Analysis are intended to meet a portion of the City’s Periodic Review 
work program required by the State.  This hearing was originally opened on April 22, 2013, 
and had been continued to allow staff to provide additional analysis responding to the City 
Council’s motion of April 16, 2013. 
 
Chair Gaar opened the public hearing.  Mr. Boone outlined the applicable criteria and 
procedure.  Vice Chair Arthur declared that the law firm at which he was employed might have 
clients who resided or had operations in Lake Oswego, but said he was reasonably certain 
that he would not personally benefit from it; in addition, he stated that he was a shareholder in 
the Lake Oswego Corporation; in his vocation as a lawyer he was representing a party who 
was being sued by the Lake Oswego School District; and he had a child who attended Lake 
Oswego public schools.  Commissioner Prager declared he was a plaintiff in a lawsuit seeking 
public access to Oswego Lake.  He indicated the decision regarding this matter would not 
provide him with any financial benefit or detriment. 
 

Staff Report 

Mr. Siegel explained that the proposed amendments were to five chapters and the related 
background information and that this was Package 1 of 2.  Mr. Siegel advised it would 
eventually be combined with Package 2 (Community Health and Public Safety, Land Use 
Planning, and Urbanization) into one, final, draft Comprehensive Plan.  He reported that the 
City Council had tentatively approved four of the chapters in Package 1; then, in April 2013 it 
directed staff to review the proposed 2012 Comprehensive Plan in order to identify goals and 
policies that were unrelated to state land use planning requirements; report how those items 
could be addressed separately; identify aspects of the draft plan that were directing the City to 
increase densities in residential neighborhoods or add mixed uses to neighborhood residential 
zones; identify policies that might obligate the City to future actions that would have budgetary 
impacts; and provide a tracking system for changes to the plan.  Staff had produced the Staff 
Report in response, which recommended adjustments to align the new plan with the City 
Council intent. 
 
Mr. Siegel talked about staff’s methodology.  He explained that when they came across a 
policy that would not operate as a land use policy and could be interpreted in a number of 
different ways staff considered whether there was underlying land use intent and whether they 
could make it a land use policy by revising it; if they found that was possible they made the 
revision.  He advised that where a policy did not appear to be a land use policy or have the 
potential for being realigned to operate that way, staff tried to recast it as a recommended 
action measure (RAM) so the intent of the work and involvement during the preceding process 
would be carried forward. 
 
Mr. Siegel advised that both the existing and draft plans had budget implications.  Staff had 
parsed out what would be new programs and projects that were not in the current Capital 
Improvement Program (CIP) or budget.  He noted that one example was the budgetary impact 
of establishing a housing authority or trust; that policy had been recast as a RAM; as a RAM it  
would allow the City to consider tools to implement it at some point but it would not obligate 
the City through policy direction to do that right now.  He explained that the tracking system 
was memorialized in Attachment B-4 which contained the tracked-changes version responding 
to the evaluations memorandums. 
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Mr. Siegel highlighted some staff findings.  He noted that some significant policy issues stood 
out that were related to the potential for increases in residential density and commercial uses 
in residential neighborhoods; staff had revised some policies and proposed alternative 
language that had been reviewed by the Citizen Advisory Board (CAC) and the Planning 
Commission.  He reported that the two bodies did not agree regarding commercial corners; the 
CAC had indicated they would not change the policy related to potential commercial corners 
and the Planning Commission had asked that it be revised. 
 
Mr. Siegel advised that when staff reviewed the residential density increase question they 
observed that public testimony was really centered around the Neighborhood Villages at Jean 
and Pilkington Roads, and Rosewood Street; McVey and South Shore; Bangy Road; and in 
Mountain Park.  He noted that the record indicated there had been an evolution of thought 
regarding the issue during the process; the initial thinking was it might be logical to expand 
higher density housing around areas of existing high or medium density residential zoning that 
were oriented around neighborhood commercial zones.  He advised that the growth would 
happen near those centers rather than being distributed out into the neighborhoods, then the 
draft policy had evolved into looking at adjacency by extending beyond the village centers by a 
half mile or less and focusing on arterials and minor collectors.  He clarified that it was scaled 
down to looking primarily at properties that were adjacent to neighborhood villages; the idea 
was to reduce potential encroachment into neighborhoods.  Mr. Siegel indicated that after the 
City Council motion staff had worked on the approach through the CAC and the Planning 
Commission; there was really no consensus.  He explained that the draft policy now being 
proposed in Package 1 was a containment approach; increases in residential density were 
focused within the commercial and business zoned areas of those neighborhood villages and 
in the areas that were currently zoned for high density housing.  He indicated that the intent 
behind taking that approach was to align the policy with the City Council motion to not have 
high density residential expanding into residential neighborhoods. 
 
Mr. Siegel discussed the mixed-use question related to commercial corners.  He pointed out 
that there were three commercial corners envisioned in the proposed 2012 Comprehensive 
Plan; they were existing commercial corners located in Mountain Park (across from Portland 
Community College); at the corner of Lakeview and Bryant; and in an R-5 area of Westlake 
(on Parkview).  He noted that the three areas were shown on the Vision Map connected with 
the proposed 2012 Plan and that version of the Plan contemplated allowing for commercial 
centers near or within residential neighborhoods.  He indicated that the plan recognized those 
that existed today, but also allowed for the possibility of more in the future.  He advised that 
the Planning Commission recommendation had been to allow them near, but not within, 
residential neighborhoods; they could be an extension of an existing commercial or mixed-use 
area. 
 

Questions 

Chair Gaar asked if the tracking process indicated movement was in the direction of increasing 
density.  Mr. Siegel related it had moved from the existing, more open-ended, approach that 
could have allowed incremental expansion of higher density housing, to a more defined, 
discrete, containment, approach.  He clarified that the containment approach to medium 
density housing would be to allow it in areas that already allowed medium density housing, 
such as the R-5 portion of Westlake and commercial mixed use areas, and to allow a 
neighborhood to initiate an update to its neighborhood plan that would redistribute its density 
to lower and higher density areas. 
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Commissioner Prager asked if the containment policy would have allowed the recently 
requested boundary expansion in the West Lake Grove Design District.  Mr. Siegel advised 
the final decision to apply R-7.5 and not R-3 to the lots in question on Upper Drive was 
consistent with the containment policy.  He noted that further expansion outward from that 
district would not be permitted under the proposed policy.  Commissioner Bhutani asked if the 
proposed new language would allow the kind of flexibility the existing Plan allowed to consider 
zoning changes on a case by case basis.  She noted the existing plan had permitted rezoning 
of the townhomes on Bangy Road from R-7.5 to R-0; rezoning of Trillium Creek from R-7.5 to 
R-5; and permitted the assisted living facility on Carmen Road.  Mr. Siegel advised the 
proposed approach was a much more focused and discrete approach that would definitely set 
the bar higher for a zone change. 
 
Commissioner Prager inquired how the Vision Map related to the Comprehensive Plan Map.  
Ms. Andreades displayed the Comprehensive Plan Map with the Vision Map overlaid on it.  Mr. 
Siegel clarified that no Comprehensive Plan Map designation changes were proposed or 
necessary to implement the vision and no map change would be necessary to implement the 
residential density policy.  He explained that having the village centers in the plan meant the 
City would focus on them when it was implementing the Transportation Systems Plan (TSP) 
and prioritizing pedestrian/bike connections.  He noted that some areas were in the plan for 
community identity reasons, where the City would consider making public investments.  He 
reported that the plan called out three areas as commercial corners but they already existed 
so no map or plan amendments were required to implement them.  He noted that the cultural 
areas (the Library and Marylhurst University) were not required to be mapped. 
 
Mr. Siegel advised that the Metro Functional Plan identified the town centers (Downtown/Old 
Town/Foothills and the Lake Grove Village Center) and employment centers.  He clarified that 
when some areas on the map that were currently in the county were annexed, the new zoning 
would be according to the existing Comprehensive Plan map, which was not changing.  He 
clarified that to change those designations would necessitate a parallel process to amend the 
Comprehensive Plan, just as it did today. 
 

Public Testimony 

Dave Beckett, Kelok Road, Lake Oswego, 97034, suggested adding the following 
Recommended Action Measure under Education Goals and Policies:  “The Library will work 
with the Lake Oswego School District to make use of either Uplands or Palisades schools as a 
place for public meeting areas in conjunction with the Library and perhaps other Library 
functions.”  He noted the schools were vacant, the Library currently did not have enough 
meeting space, and the West End Building (WEB) might be sold.  He observed the schools 
were already zoned Public Functions (PF). 
 
Carole Ockert, Cumberland Place, Lake Oswego, 97034, spoke for the First Addition 
Neighbors/Forest Hills (FAN/FH) Neighborhood Association.  She reported that the 
neighborhood association survey results showed the number one message was to preserve 
neighborhood character; they appreciated that this version of the Comprehensive Plan update 
talked about that.  She explained that the current zoning approach had been functioning to 
preserve neighborhood character; however, in the new document, the City was losing sight of 
Goal 3.  She explained that the draft plan contained terms that could in practice allow nimble 
steps around the current protections and allow use beyond what the zoning allowed; those 
terms were ‘commercial corners’ and ‘neighborhood commons’.  She noted a temporary 
market for small businesses could be allowed at elementary schools inside residential 
neighborhoods because the schools would be designated ‘neighborhood commons.’  She 
indicated that the language raised questions regarding what ‘temporary’ uses and ‘other 
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services’ were.  She noted that Livability, Policy 8 indicated the Downtown Center was 
designated a Multi-Modal Mixed Use Area; the definition ‘multi-modal’ indicated ‘where more 
concentrated development produces congestion that is tolerable.’  She referred to another 
policy that called for providing adequate, but not excessive parking; she contrasted that with 
the Downtown Parking Task Force’s emphasis on ensuring there would be enough parking.  
She indicated that ‘adequate’ brought to mind the situation of valet parking in the Zupans 
complex; that might be what happened downtown, parking could creep into adjacent 
neighborhoods. 
 

Questions 

Commissioner A. Brockman asked what Ms. Ockert thought ‘enhance’ meant.  Ms. Ockert 
answered that she thought it meant the change was something that kept all of them viable; 
that there was a fluid process that did enhance the livability of the community that made it 
better and stronger; and going forward would be incorporating what they knew to be the 
essence of why each of them lived in Lake Oswego.  Commissioner A. Brockman expressed 
her concern that ‘enhance’ was such a broad term, some people might think it was tearing 
down all of the little houses and putting up big houses that had lots of landscaping but were 
close.  Ms. Ockert stressed the goal said ‘preserve and enhance’ not ‘preserve or enhance’ 
and that each of the Commissioners should consider that the document contained things that 
could tip that balance and shift the conjunction from ‘and’ to ‘or’.  Commissioner A. Brockman 
indicated that was also her own concern.  Commissioner E. Brockman recalled the 
Commission had previously discussed parking and parking creep.  He understood one of the 
things that had contributed to that was the success of some of the businesses.  He advised 
that the City had to be very careful not to overly limit the amount of parking and cause what 
was already happening at Zupan’s again; it should allow for sufficient parking. 
 
Lisa Volpel, Kenny Street, Lake Oswego, 97035, stated that she was the Co-Chair of the 
Rosewood Neighborhood Association, but was speaking for herself.  She indicated that she 
was still concerned with the concept of neighborhood villages, particularly at Jean and 
Pilkington Roads.  She advised that it was a very small commercial area that was struggling 
and that most of her neighborhood was built out so she was not sure where the plan was 
going to put the density of a neighborhood village there.  She was also concerned that instead 
of having more density towards the Downtown Center, three of the neighborhood villages 
pushed toward the frontier of Lake Oswego and seemed to be associated with areas that were 
not yet annexed.  She indicated that her neighborhood had not yet been annexed and that 
most of it was built out under County zoning; however, there might be an acre and a half that 
could be upzoned with a density transfer.  She clarified that she was not sure what the plan 
was for the area and she did not understand why there was neighborhood village at West Lake 
Grove; she suggested that it might be better suited at the intersection of Pilkington and 
Boones Ferry Road in the Industrial Park (IP) zone’s commercial overlay.  She indicated she 
was concerned that allowing mixed-use to creep into the IP zone would not bring needed 
family wage jobs; it would bring entry-level jobs that did not support a family, such as those 
provided by Taco Bell.  She reasoned that if mixed-use was confined to the IP zone’s 
commercial overlay area, it would offer a good buffer to existing, built-out, neighborhoods.  
She indicated she had attended CAC meetings and been told the circles such as the one 
around Jean and Pilkington could move as they were not pinned down yet; no one had 
explained to her why it was there; what the thinking behind it was; and what it would really 
mean to her neighborhood.  She related that her neighborhood was adamant that they did not 
want to be upzoned; most of them had moved to that area for its natural space; upzoning 
allowed giant houses on tiny lots and removal of all the trees.  She stated that she had 
attended pre-application conferences where she heard that people did not even want to go to 
R-7.5 zoning because it was out of character with the rest of the neighborhood. 
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Dianne Cassidy, Wren Street, Lake Oswego, 97034, objected to the whole format of the 
Comprehensive Plan.  She held that having things spread out in action areas made it difficult 
for the reader to find what they needed to find; she would have the chapters follow the state 
goals.  She said the encroachment of any kind of commercial use or high density into single-
family and low density neighborhoods was of extreme concern to all of the neighborhoods; 
they treasured Lake Oswego for its low density neighborhoods.  She understood the state and 
Metro were pressuring cities to be compact.  She held that 20-minute neighborhoods and 
expanding commercial areas might work in Portland, but did not fit Lake Oswego because of 
its geography, history, and the feel that people moved there for.  She presented some 
drawings she had drawn to illustrate how she thought the plan would make “Sucker City” look.  
She noted the dark areas and dots made it look like cancer.  She concluded the whole city 
should not have to live under the very restrictive formula of new urbanism. 
 
Doug Cushing, Glacier Lily Street, Lake Oswego, 97035, spoke as an individual member of 
the CAC and had a couple of comments to make as President of the Chamber of Commerce.  
He said Mr. Siegel had stepped in and done a very good job; the CAC had not been happy 
with the way things were going because they had spent two and a half years in the process 
and felt they were being undercut at the end of the day.  Mr. Siegel had strived to make sure 
the process still worked. 
 
Mr. Cushing talked about the map and pointed out that they had drawn circles, but they had 
not tried to draw zoning definitions.  He explained that it might be a little bit cloudy, but they did 
not intend to show precisely what each was going to be; they did not intend to say, “This is the 
box you are in today; you are in that box for 20+ years; and you are never going to get out of 
that box.” He reported that the Committee’s view was that there had to be some flexibility; 
however, what had been built back into the plan had less flexibility.  Mr. Cushing stated that 
the idea that intrusions of high density into residential areas was implicit was not there.  He 
had served on the DRC and an Infill Task Force and knew the Lake Oswego process meant 
nothing happened in the City without people getting notice and opportunities to present, and it 
did not happen overnight.  He advised that the CAC was trying to build in some flexibility 
because 20 years from now things might be different; they did not know exactly where they 
would be in 2035, but they wanted to be sure they had a system that would allow the City to 
get there.  As Chamber President, Mr. Cushing appreciated the comments about the need for 
business support.  He thought it was focused primarily in the employment areas and there 
might be some limited support for economic development in a very narrow wedge in some of 
the village centers.  He noted the commercial corners were tiny places and that no one was 
going to expand a corner out block by block by block.  He suggested the Commissioners keep 
in mind that this was looking 20 years down the road; it was a plan that had a vision; it might 
not be precise, but they were not trying to make it precise.  He advised that they had not done 
any rezoning and they had created a concept that they thought could be supported going 
down the road. 
 
Carolyn Krebs, Denney Court, Lake Oswego, 97035 and Jim Bolland, Fifth Street, Lake 
Oswego, 97034, stated that they were the Co-Chairs of the Lake Oswego Neighborhood 
Action Coalition (LONAC).  They related that LONAC members had recently met with Mr. 
Siegel to discuss the revised plan and that they had voted unanimously to support the 
following: 

Complete Neighborhoods and Housing 

LONAC supported the most recent policy language for high density residential and medium 
density residential.  Ms. Krebs explained that there were opportunities for medium density 
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housing in her neighborhood even though it was a low density zone.  She reported that when 
neighborhood land was annexed it came into the City at R-7.5, but was often developed with 
planned unit developments which could have 5,000 or 6,000 sf lots; the Lake Grove Village 
Center Advisory Committee had unanimously supported making the Trillium Woods area R-5 
instead of R-0. 
 
LONAC would ‘park’ the code streamlining project pertaining to commercial zones and the 
project to Remove Barriers to Mixed-Use in commercial zones until the Comprehensive Plan 
update was completed.  They held that it made sense because code streamlining was based 
on the existing, not the proposed, Comprehensive Plan.  Chair Gaar asked if that would 
remove the ability to have residential uses in commercial zones. 
 
LONAC also recommended future Comprehensive Plan Map re-designation so that when 
areas were annexed they were brought in at ‘low-density’ rather than R-7.5.  Mr. Bolland 
related that Forest Highlands had not been successful in creating a neighborhood plan in the 
1990s because its large lots and larger zoning under the county did not fit into the R-7.5 zone.  
LONAC understood West Linn allowed annexed properties to come in ‘in the range of low 
density.’  Mr. Bolland commented that if the lot patterns around an annexed area consisted of 
smaller lots it would be fine to bring them in at R-7.5; however, if they were larger they could 
be brought in at R-10, which would be a better fit with the existing lot pattern. 
 
LONAC would remove ‘residential uses’ from the definition of Commercial Corner.  Ms. Krebs 
commented that she thought that was the intent anyway; any designation criteria for 
Commercial Corners should be handled by city ordinance rather than Comprehensive Plan 
policies or RAMs.  She indicated that the potential impact of Commercial Corners on 
neighborhoods had not been fully vetted. 
 
LONAC recommended adding a qualifying statement to Recommended Action Measure B 
(read out loud), so that this would not result in upzoning in single-family neighborhoods; the 
City already had a liberal policy for permitting secondary dwelling units: 

RAM B.  Utilize planned development standards that allow the opportunity to develop 
alternative/non‐traditional housing types such as courtyard housing, cooperative 
housing, and extended family and multigenerational housing. 

 
Connected Community 

Efficiency Goal 3, Policy 4.  Coordinate with ODOT to provide and manage Highway 43 
in a manner consistent with the City’s transportation system goals and policies, and 
coordinate with other regional partners responsible for traffic signal operations to 
regularly confirm the efficient timing and progression of traffic signals.  

LONAC would add a statement to Efficiency, Goal 3, Policy 4 to say it was intended that 
Highway 43 would remain under state ownership. 
 
Livability, Goal 6, Policy 8.  The Downtown Center and the Foothills District shall be 
considered a Multimodal Mixed‐Use Area (MMA*) for purposes of applying the 
requirements of the State Transportation Planning Rule. 

Mr. Bolland advised that LONAC would remove Livability, Policy 8 of Goal 6.  They did not 
agree that designating Downtown and Foothills as an MMA was appropriate because they did 
not agree that more concentrated development produces ‘congestion that is tolerable.”  Mr. 
Bolland related a FAN/FH board member who served on the Foothills Task Force had  
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mentioned the MMA designation was intended just for Foothills to try to deal with the fact they 
knew they would be creating congestion down there; she felt it was never intended to be 
applied anywhere else. 
 
Goal 7.  Sustainability Policy 3.  Decrease reliance on fossil fuels by encouraging 
transportation options and opportunities through land use measures to promote a local 
energy supply for transportation that is renewable, less carbon intensive and least 
toxic. 

Mr. Bolland indicated that LONAC would remove this policy because there was not enough of 
an explanation and it had a huge potential cost.  He observed that it fit under the City Council 
motion to look at things that were not really land use and that would have major budgetary 
impacts.  He asked what locally produced energy would be. 
 
Goal 7.  Sustainability Policy 4.  Utilize the financial resources needed to achieve the 
goals for adequately providing and maintaining the transportation system. 

Mr. Bolland indicated LONAC was not sure what exactly that broad statement meant. 
 
LONAC noted there was vague, subjective, wording related to ensuring adequate but not 
excessive parking.  Mr. Bolland recalled that Ms. Ockert had commented about that.  He noted 
there were issues Downtown and in Lake Grove Village Center about how much parking was 
being required for new commercial developments.  He related Zupan’s had told him they had 
45 more parking places in their proposed plan than they ended up with because of the City 
parking standards; now they were renting parking space behind the antique store. 
 
Mr. Bolland commented that the plan format was getting better due to Mr. Siegel’s work, but 
LONAC had concerns about how user friendly it was and that the format would cause some 
type of legal issue because it did not follow the Comprehensive Plan format that most 
communities used. 
 
Mr. Bolland explained how FAN/FH had addressed the things that the CAC was concerned 
about when they fashioned their neighborhood plan; they had created a transition zone from 
commercial use and upzoned their R-7.5 area to R-6 so it fit the existing lot pattern better. 
 
Questions 

Ms. Andreades and Mr. Siegel explained that the MMA designation gave the City more 
flexibility than the rules for a state highway when it came to things like access, turning 
movements and level of service.  They recalled that the City had applied for it last year when it 
was working on the Foothills plan because it was available to the City.  They observed that it 
might look like it encompassed a broad area that included the existing town center because 
that area had a mix of uses, housing density and transit service that met the state standards 
for multi-modal mixed use areas.  They clarified it was the existing town center (Downtown, 
Old Town ad FAN/FH) along with the Foothills area that had been made an MMA. 
 
Ms. Krebs questioned why the City would want to have an MMA as a “get out of jail free” card 
and not deal with the traffic congestion that came with increased density.  Mr. Siegel clarified 
state requirements for highway operations and safety were always in effect and that the MMA 
would mean ODOT would accept slower traffic speeds through the downtown area.  Ms. Krebs 
explained that was what she was concerned about.  She asked if the City thought Level of  
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Service (LOS) F was okay.  She said they wanted livability.  Mr. Bolland suggested that if 
proposed development in Foothills was going to have that much impact on traffic then maybe 
the City ought to look at what those densities were rather than just accept the added 
congestion. 
 
Commissioner A. Brockman asked if LONAC wanted to put code streamlining on hold because 
they were concerned there was not enough definition of the commercial districts to write those 
districts.  Ms. Krebs questioned what barriers to housing, code streamlining was supposed to 
fix; the Lake Grove Village Center Plan already allowed for mixed-use and encouraged 
housing.  Mr. Bolland explained he was concerned because staff and the consultants at an 
open house had recommended standardizing commercial zones as much as possible.  He 
recalled that there had been a recommendation to raise building heights in all commercial 
districts to 90 ft.  He said that was not Lake Oswego, so it seemed like a good strategy would 
be to get the Comprehensive Plan done and then deal with code streamlining. 
 
Mr. Siegel advised that the project was called Commercial Zoning Consolidation and Mixed 
Use Streamlining and that he had looked at that package; it was ‘parked’ for the time being.  
He indicated that he had some questions and concerns about it so staff would not bring it to 
the Commission next month; but they would like to keep that project on track.  He explained 
that its connection to the Comprehensive Plan was that it would guide future growth into 
planned centers; it would fine tune the code that already allowed housing in the commercial 
zones to ensure that development did not have any unintended consequences and the City 
could actually implement its plan.  He indicated that the streamlining project and the 
Comprehensive Plan update could be coordinated so the City would be prepared to implement 
the new plan once it was adopted. 
 
Karen Ingels, Alto Park Road, Lake Owswego, 97034, stated that she supported the concept 
that when annexation took place there should be a range of zoning choices besides just R-7.5.  
She reasoned that it could solve a lot of problems for Forest Highlands and other 
neighborhoods. 
 
The Commission took a short break and then reconvened. 
 

Deliberations 

Chair Gaar invited general comments about the proposed plan.  Commissioner A. Brockman 
pointed out she had submitted written comments.  She explained that one of the aspects she 
was concerned about was that the proposed plan was written too loosely and there was no 
agreement about what the terms in it meant.  Chair Gaar explained his perspective was that 
this was a living document that would allow a future Planning Commission or Council to 
interpret according to their own values when they created regulations. 
 
Commissioner Prager noted Comprehensive Plan Map districts were shown in different colors.  
He questioned whether each of those districts was described in the plan text.  Mr. Siegel 
clarified that neither the current Plan nor the proposed plan defined all of the plan 
designations.  He advised the zoning designations mirrored the Comprehensive Plan and were 
intended to be applied consistent with the Plan.  He noted that the Community Development 
Code (CDC) had purpose statements for each of the zones. 
 
Commissioner E. Brockman asked if the Commission had ever had any discussion about 
changing the Comprehensive Plan designations, particularly for unincorporated areas when 
they annexed.  Ms. Andreades explained if one area was down zoned the density had to be 
made up somewhere else in the City.  Chair Gaar recalled it had been considered; they had 
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looked at circles drawn on one Comprehensive Plan map showing the concept of a radius 
along major streets; then they had moved away from that concept because they were 
concerned about the increase in density in residential neighborhoods.  Commissioner Bhutani 
responded to Commissioner A. Brockman’s memorandum by explaining that the Commission 
had looked at every policy and considered whether it was strong enough and specific enough 
for the situation. 
 
Mr. Siegel clarified for Commissioner Prager that it was not uncommon to have recommended 
action measures in comprehensive plans; he thought they could be very effective in 
implementing a comprehensive plan.  He recalled that a number of recommended action 
measures in the 1994 Plan had been acted upon.  Commissioner Prager indicated that he was 
on the fence about RAMs and how effective they would be in implementing the 
Comprehensive Plan.  He wondered if they would be ignored if they were not policies.  He 
inquired if there should be a separate action plan to implement the Comprehensive Plan.  
Commissioner Swinford noted there were an extraordinary number of recommended action 
measures.  Mr. Siegel clarified that staff had erred on the side of keeping the content and 
honoring the results of the public process.  He reported that as part of the protocol, staff and 
the CAC had eliminated policies that called for the City to comply with state and federal laws, 
because non-compliance is not an option; if a policy was not a land use policy but came out of 
the public process they recast it as a recommended action measure.  He advised that staff 
was not in a position to eliminate policies and recommended action measures, but the 
Commission was. 
 
Chair Gaar recalled the CAC had looked at how staff would revise a policy that was not land 
use related so it would be more land use related; if it did not reflect what they wanted it to 
mean it was made a recommended action item.  Commissioner A. Brockman related that 
when she reviewed ordinances in the future she would review them against the policies and 
the action items.  Commissioner Bhutani indicated she thought the initial plan had been to 
refine the action measures so they were more closely connected with implementing policies; 
however, she did not think that had been done.  Chair Gaar indicated there were action items 
that he thought should be at policy level. 
 

COMMUNITY CULTURE 

Civic Engagement 

Policy 4.  Provide opportunities for citizens to engage in land use planning and decision 
making, including opportunities for individual citizens who may not otherwise 
participate. 
 
Commissioner Bhutani suggested that Policy 4 be revised to refer to both groups and citizens. 
 
RAM D.  Identify citizens who may be affected by land use planning issues but who do 
not typically participate in planning and make tailored efforts to engage them. 

Commissioner Swinford would change ‘tailored’ to ‘proactive’ in RAM D. 
 
RAM C. Public involvement plans for planning projects shall clearly state the project 
purpose, its process, timeline, how citizens will be involved and the ways by which 
citizens will make their recommendations to City decision‐makers and receive 
responses from them. 

Commissioner A. Brockman would add ‘and information about the appeals process’ to the end 
of this statement. 
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RAM Q.  Provide workshops regarding how to prepare testimony for a hearing. 

Commissioner E. Brockman supported RAM Q. 
 
Background information statement on page 2 regarding the CCI: The program has been 
successful in fostering support for land use planning. 

Commissioner Prager would change this statement to clarify it:  The program has been 
successful in fostering public involvement in land use planning. 
 

Historic Preservation 

No comments. 
 

Recreation 

Goal 1.  Plan, acquire, and develop a system of park and recreation lands and facilities 
that are available to all segments of Lake Oswego’s population and which can serve the 
Community’s diverse current and long‐range community needs. 
 
Commissioner Bhutani wanted to use prior language: ‘Plan, acquire, maintain and develop a 
system…’  Chair Gaar related the Natural Resources Advisory Board (NRAB) had been 
concerned that the City acquired land and then did not maintain it.  He supported adding back 
‘maintain’ even it if had budgetary implications.  Mr. Siegel explained ‘maintain’ had been 
moved into RAM C. after it was interpreted it was not land use related.  Chair Gaar held that 
maintaining the parks was a land use choice.  He saw a consensus to make the change 
Commissioner Bhutani suggested. 
 
[Tracked changes version] Policy 11. Continue to provide swimming access on Oswego 
Lake through the City’s Swim Park and through coordination with the Lake Oswego 
School District to preserve the Lake Grove Swim Park. 

Commissioner Bhutani asked that this policy be added back.  She recalled the Commission 
had decided to retain it at a public hearing about lake access.  She noted it was a land use 
issue.  She advised that Ron Bunch’s memorandum mistakenly said this policy did not exist in 
the Comprehensive Plan, but there was an existing policy under Goal 5, Section 7 Oswego 
Lake, Policy 8 that called for the City to work with the Lake Oswego School District to preserve 
its right to the swim park.  Mr. Siegel advised the Goal 5 chapter was being carried forward as 
the new plan was adopted because it contained Sensitive Lands policies.  Commissioner 
Bhutani recalled the Commission had decided at the lake access hearing to split this policy up 
into the recreation aspect and the resource aspect; the resource aspect would be in Goal 5.  
She held that the Commission should keep the policy because it was about the recreational 
aspect. 
 
RAM G.  Cooperate with the Lake Oswego Corporation to protect the aesthetic and 
recreational qualities of Oswego Lake. 

Ms. Andreades asked if RAM G covered that.  Commissioner Bhutani said it did not cover it 
because there was limited access to the lake and the Swim Park should be specified.  She 
recommended making old Policy 11 a RAM.  Commissioner E. Brockman, Commissioner A. 
Brockman and Chair Gaar agreed. 
 
Policy 7.  Provide and enhance low‐impact recreational access, such as swimming, 
canoeing, and kayaking, from public waterfront properties at the Willamette and 
Tualatin Rivers. 
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Commissioner Prager suggested striking ‘at the Willamette and Tualatin Rivers’ so the policy 
was broader and could capture things like the Swim Park.  Commissioner Swinford disagreed 
because this policy was talking about public waterfront properties and there should be no 
confusion about what it was talking about.  Commissioner Bhutani indicated that she would not 
change this policy unless they went through the entire discussion they had had at the lake 
access hearing; there were a lot of issues connected to it.  Chair Gaar and Commissioners 
Swinford, Bhutani, and E. Brockman supported not changing the policy. 
 
[Tracked changes version] Policy 10. Require dedication of public access easements within 
the Greenway to the Willamette River by acquisition of lands or interests in lands from a donor 
or willing seller, or as part of the development review and approval process consistent with the 
U.S. Supreme Court ruling in Dolan v. City of Tigard. 

Commissioner Bhutani asked if the above policy had been moved.  Mr. Siegel said it was a 
RAM in the Willamette Greenway chapter that said:  ‘Acquire land and easements to 
protect the Greenway’s natural resources and provide for continuous public access 
along the river.’  He indicated that it could also go under Recreation.  The Commissioners 
agreed to have the discussion about whether it should be a policy or a RAM when they 
reviewed the Greenway chapter. 
 
RAM G.  Cooperate with the Lake Oswego Corporation to protect the aesthetic and 
recreational qualities of Oswego Lake. 

Commissioner Prager recalled Ron Bunch’s memorandum indicated the word ‘cooperate’ 
(referring in that instance to ODOT) basically meant to do as the entity said.  Mr. Bunch had 
suggested saying ‘coordinate’ instead.  Commissioner Prager would use ‘coordinate’ here so it 
seemed like more of a two-way street. Commissioner Swinford questioned doing that because 
the Lake Oswego Corporation did everything for the lake and the City did not do anything for 
the lake.  Vice Chair Arthur asked if Commissioner Prager thought the City should take on an 
obligation for maintaining the lake; that would raise a budgetary issue.  Chair Gaar was 
comfortable saying ‘coordinate’ because one could coordinate allowing the Lake Oswego 
Corporation to handle everything and pay for everything; coordination might be pertinent in the 
case of protecting a public view corridor.  Commissioner A. Brockman recalled examples of 
the Lake Oswego Corporation and the City coordinating; one instance was when the City gave 
lakefront property owners the right to build some features while the lake was down.  Chair 
Gaar observed the majority of Commissioners agreed to the change and Commissioner 
Swinford and Vice Chair Arthur objected to it. 
 

Library 

Policy 1.  Locate new Library facilities near safe and accessible transportation facilities, 
including transit routes and other multi-modal options. 

Commissioner Swinford suggested changing ‘new’ to ‘any’ so it did not imply the City was 
building a new Library.  Commissioner A. Brockman related many people she knew voted 
against the Library measure because they did not want it near bus transportation; they thought 
their children were safer at the Library where it was now.  Commissioner Bhutani recalled the 
original focus of this policy had to do with accessibility to the community.  She would have it 
say:  Increase accessibility to Library facilities and services throughout the community 
for all ages by expanding the facilities, enhancing online services, and endeavoring to 
locate the facility near safe transportation, including multimodal options. 
 
Mr. Siegel explained the way the Policy 1 was worded made it a land use policy and there was 
a RAM about accessibility. 
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RAM A.  Increase accessibility to Library services and facilities in response to identified 
community need. 

Commissioner Bhutani stressed this was about access and that Policy 1 only described one 
way to do it, but there were other ways to do it.  The other Commissioners supported keeping 
the policy as proposed. 
 
Education Policy 1.  Maintain zoning regulations that provide land use flexibility to 
allow school properties to be utilized for new uses that support community learning 
and recreation, and to continue the role of school facilities as neighborhood gathering 
places, while ensuring compatibility with the surrounding neighborhood. 

Chair Gaar observed the above policy addressed the public comment that the Library could 
use a vacant school building.  Commissioner E. Brockman noted it would have budgetary 
implications. 
 

Definitions 

Commercial Corners accommodate a mix of limited, lower intensity commercial and 
residential uses to provide services for nearby residents.  These locations are smaller 
in scale and size than Neighborhood Villages.  They provide neighborhood	scale 
gathering places that allow for commercial activities, which support the surrounding 
neighborhoods. 

Neighborhood Commons are neighborhood	scale gathering places that allow for 
occasional limited commercial or community activities, which support the surrounding 
neighborhoods, and may provide a temporary market for small businesses.  They are 
centered around parks, schools, and other public places.  Uses may include small	scale 
farmer’s markets, community gardens, food stands, neighborhood gatherings, coffee 
carts or other services. 

Commissioner A. Brockman commented on the lack of definitions; referring to Commercial 
Corners she indicated she had no idea what ‘limited, low intensity, commercial uses’ meant.  
She reported that people had expressed concern about residential being in there and she had 
no idea whether a Commercial Corner was going to be one story or two stories with residential 
on the second story.  Referring to Neighborhood Commons, she said she did not know what 
‘occasional, limited, commercial activities’ meant.  Commissioner Prager recalled a public 
comment questioned whether the word ‘residential’ should be in Commercial Corners.  Mr. 
Siegel advised residential use would not be out of character in the three existing commercial 
corners; although the one in Westlake was not designed for upper story housing, there was 
multifamily housing across the street.  He did not see a conflict between the two uses. 
 
Commissioner E. Brockman wondered what ‘food stands’ meant; did it mean a portable 
restaurant?  Chair Gaar recalled the CAC had envisioned a food cart.  Ms. Andreades advised 
that neighborhood commons were basically schools and parks.  She asked how long a food 
cart could be there?  Mr. Siegel noted this was open to a lot of interpretation.  Mr. Boone 
advised this was policy and not implementing regulations and the limitations of it could be 
refined in the regulations of the ordinance that was adopted to implement the policy. 
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The Arts 

Background 

While local government planning for The Arts is not mandated by Statewide Planning 
Goals, the Arts are integral to our quality‐of‐life in Lake Oswego, and thoughtful land 
use planning is essential in maintaining these resources in our community. 

Commissioner Prager suggested this language should be more consistent with the language 
used in the background information for other sections and say, ‘in the community.’ 
 

Education 

RAM 2.  Develop and implement strategies to attract families with children to live in 
Lake Oswego and enroll in schools. 

Commissioner Swinford questioned having RAM 2 because it was not the City’s job to attract 
families to come to Lake Oswego to go to school; it could attract families to come to Lake 
Oswego to live there.  Chair Gaar suggested that was the strategy and that he would keep this 
RAM.  Commissioner E. Brockman related the City Council had talked about doing the kind of 
land use planning/zoning that would attract more families to the City and would put more 
children in the schools. 

===== 
 

COMPLETE NEIGHBORHOODS AND HOUSING 

Goal 2.  Provide opportunities for housing at price and rent levels commensurate with 
the needs of current and anticipated residents. 

Commissioner Swinford saw an implication in this language that the City would be subsidizing 
or be involved in creating something that was not market driven.  She recalled in their 
discussions the Commissioners had said the City’s growth would be developed in a multitude 
of ways and it did not include the City getting involved in a policy to set price; the market would 
drive that.  Mr. Siegel advised this language was taken directly from State Planning Goal 10.  
Chair Gaar recalled the language had been through the CAC twice.  Commissioner A. 
Brockman recalled a previous Planning Commission had tried to achieve this through smaller 
lot sizes and just got bigger houses on smaller lots.  Mr. Siegel advised they could always look 
at adjusting the Floor Area Ratio (FAR) standards. 
 

Housing Location and Quality 

Policy A‐3 Develop and maintain land use regulations and standards that promote 
orderly transitions and compatibility between different residential densities and other 
land uses, such as measures that address traffic and circulation, building and site 
design, buffering, screening, tree preservation and other landscape treatments. 

Commissioner Prager noted there had been a lot of questions about whether tree preservation 
was a land use regulation.  Mr. Siegel advised the development review process required 
applying the Tree Code.  Mr. Boone advised there were tree preservation requirements in land 
use regulations that were outside the Tree Code; this was definitely focused on the land use 
side of things. 
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Policy A‐6 Incorporate into the Transportation System Plan and Capital Improvement 
Plan measures to mitigate adverse impacts of major transportation projects on 
neighborhoods. 

Commissioner Prager asked if this was a land use policy.  Mr. Siegel advised the state 
planning rule that required cities to maintain transportation plans had land use policies and 
directives in it, including a requirement that cities look at alternative land use plans before they 
planned any major facility.  Mr. Boone advised the Capital Improvement Plan was part of the 
comprehensive planning process and that when the City did its CIP it had to consider 
measures to mitigate.  He clarified that most mitigation measures were implemented through 
the land use process. 
 
Policy A‐4 Maintain land use regulations and standards that provide for mitigation of 
adverse impacts such as noise, traffic and visual aesthetics, on differing, adjacent land 
uses through site and building design. 

Commissioner A. Brockman suggested incorporating the concept of privacy into Policy A-4; 
people in Lake Oswego valued privacy.  Chair Gaar observed a consensus to include it. 
 

Housing Choice and Affordability 

Policy B‐2 Provide and maintain land use regulations for secondary dwelling units that 
allow secondary (accessory) dwelling units, subject to standards that ensure 
compatibility with existing residences. 

Commissioner A. Brockman suggested revising the policy to:  ‘that ensure compatibility with 
existing and adjoining residences.’  Commissioner Bhutani suggested staff check the tracked-
changes language because ‘regulations for secondary dwelling units’ should be corrected to 
‘regulations that allow development of secondary dwelling units.’  Commissioner E. Brockman 
noted some secondary dwellings in FAN/FH backed up to alleyways, so some might be more 
intrusive than others.  Mr. Siegel said staff would revise this policy to say:  Provide and 
maintain land use regulations that allow secondary (accessory) dwelling units subject 
to standards that ensure compatibility with existing and adjoining residences.  He 
advised that it would help the City move in the direction of clear and objective standards.  
Commissioner E. Brockman advised the standards for accessory dwellings were already pretty 
tight; if it was 600 sf, it could be closer and it if was 800 sf, it had to be further away.  He 
indicated that if it was over a garage the regulations discouraged developers from doing that.  
Chair Gaar observed a consensus to add ‘adjoining.’ 
 
Policy B‐4 Develop and maintain a Comprehensive Land Use Plan and implementing 
regulations, consistent with applicable Metro, state, and federal housing laws and 
administrative rules. 

Commissioner Prager questioned whether this policy was necessary.  Mr. Siegel observed 
CAC protocol would call for taking it out.  Chair Gaar observed consensus was to remove it. 
 

C.  Complete Neighborhoods 

RAM C.  Encourage the remodeling, restoration, and reuse of existing housing as an 
alternative to tearing down functional buildings. 

Commissioner A. Brockman said this was a good idea, but she questioned how the City was 
going to do that.  Chair Gaar suggested in 20 years they may have figured out how to do it, so  
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he would keep it.  Mr. Boone related that in Old Town there were special setback provisions 
for houses that were 1960 and older; that might serve as encouragement for people to restore 
existing housing instead of tearing it down.  Mr. Siegel agreed there could be other 
development standards to encourage that. 
 
RAM O.  Actively enforce the City’s codes and standards to maintain and enhance 
neighborhood quality and livability. 

Commissioner A. Brockman observed that if the City was not actively enforcing its standards it 
was derelict in its duties as a government.  She suggested changing it to:  Review and revise 
the City’s codes and standards to maintain and enhance neighborhood quality and 
livability.  Commissioner E. Brockman noted a lot of code enforcement was complaint based; 
as an example, there were many home occupations in Lake Oswego that did not have home 
occupation permits.  Chair Gaar observed the consensus was to leave this RAM alone. 
 
RAM N.  Develop and maintain a system development charge methodology and 
ordinance, which requires developers to be responsible for their proportionate share of 
the cost of providing required public facilities and services. 

Commissioner Bhutani thought this was a policy in the tracked-changes version.  Mr. Boone 
did not see how it affected land use.  Mr. Siegel advised the land use angle in the public 
facilities chapter would be that it called for the City to ensure provision of adequate public 
facilities of new development.  He indicated that how it got there might be to require the 
developer to install it, collect system development charges, or some other way. 
 
RAM B.  Utilize planned development standards that allow the opportunity to develop 
alternative/non‐traditional housing types such as courtyard housing, cooperative 
housing, and extended family and multigenerational housing. 

Chair Gaar observed consensus to make this RAM a policy again after Commissioner Prager 
observed it had a land use focus and had been a policy. 
 
RAM M.  Encourage new mixed use and medium and high density residential 
developments to use arterial or collector streets as their primary street access to avoid 
increasing traffic volumes on existing local residential streets. 

Commissioner E. Brockman would make this a policy to plan a project to encourage people to 
go a certain direction.  Mr. Siegel advised Engineering generally recommended that 
commercial and multifamily development take access from a higher classification street.  
Commissioner Prager would make it a policy because it addressed impacts to residential 
neighborhoods’ local streets.  Mr. Siegel advised this was an update to RAM 1 in the existing 
Comprehensive Plan:  Encourage primary access to a collector or arterial street for R-0, 
R-3 and R-5 developments. Chair Gaar observed the consensus was to make RAM M a 
Complete Neighborhoods’ policy that would start with ‘Encourage’. 
 
RAM F.  Develop strategies to provide affordable/workforce housing as part of future 
Lake Oswego Urban Renewal Agency redevelopment projects. 

Commissioner Swinford reasoned that if the Lake Oswego Redevelopment Agency (LORA) 
was devising a strategy related to having affordable housing, that probably meant they were 
implementing a housing authority and the City was not willing to step into that at this point in 
time.  She advised that it would be an extremely large budget item.  Commissioner A. 
Brockman also interpreted it as setting up a housing authority.  They suggested removing 
RAM F.  Commissioner Swinford observed that not having it in the Plan would not preclude 
LORA from doing something in the future if it decided to.  Commissioner Bhutani did not 
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interpret it as setting up a housing authority.  She pointed out the Housing Needs Analysis said 
30% of Lake Oswego’s population earned less than $54,000; that was young families and 
seniors and it was a huge part of the population.  Commissioner Swinford pointed out if RAM F 
was removed, RAMs E, G, H and I were all about the City engaging with other entities involved 
in affordable housing. 
 
Mr. Siegel advised the original draft language was a policy to:  Work with Lake Oswego 
Redevelopment Agency to establish strategic and target percentages of affordable 
housing units as part of Lake Oswego urban renewal plans and customize strategies for 
each plan to reflect citywide targets required to accomplish affordable housing goals.  
Mr. Siegel recalled the CAC had crafted RAM F after they discussed the idea of a target and 
whether the City was actually ready to execute it.  He explained that the idea was that LORA 
could have a role some day and perhaps that might be the most direct way the City could 
facilitate this; RAM F provided more flexibility and options for other strategies.  He suggested 
that rather than targets they might look at facilitating affordable/work force housing in future 
LORA projects; it could partner with, assist, and facilitate the agencies and nonprofits that did 
that kind of work.  Commissioner Swinford and Chair Gaar indicated they could support 
language that indicated the City would facilitate others who did that kind of work.  
Commissioner E. Brockman agreed it was an improvement to not call for targets.  The 
Commissioners then agreed to Mr. Siegel’s suggested revision of RAM F:  Develop 
strategies to facilitate affordable/workforce housing as part of future Lake Oswego 
Urban Renewal Agency redevelopment projects. 
 

Complete Neighborhoods and Housing 

A-1 Housing Location and Quality Policies 

Commissioner Bhutani indicated she would like to see the new plan have the flexibility of the 
existing plan, which allowed the City to consider zone changes on a case by case basis and 
with a very high bar.  She noted this was a 25 year vision and that what Mr. Cushing said 
made a lot of sense about not boxing themselves in; there should be enough flexibility in the 
plan to address change.  Commissioner E. Brockman agreed they needed to keep it open 
about zoning changes being available.  He was concerned how often the term ‘high bar’ was 
used because a high bar discouraged developers from even trying.  Chair Gaar indicated that 
if Lake Oswego was a built-out community he could be okay with confinement and the 
community might not need the case by case scenario.  He wanted to protect single-family 
neighborhoods from being encroached upon.  He wanted to start seeing clustered 
developments to the extent they did it well and according to the community’s standards.  
Commissioner Bhutani explained some flexibility was needed because the Housing Needs 
Analysis said there were enough opportunities for single-family and high density housing, but 
there needed to be some additional opportunities for medium density residential.  
Commissioner Bhutani indicated that she would be fine with limiting low density and high 
density residential to the existing zones respectively.  However, she thought that there should 
be some flexibility in the medium density locational criteria given the intent to accommodate 
the needs of an aging population and to attract families with school age children.  She pointed 
out that the majority of the projected demand in the next 25 years was for medium density 
housing.  She explained that this flexibility would also allow the City to consider residential 
density changes in neighborhoods like Forest Highlands and Lake Forest.  She confirmed that 
she could suggest different language than the proposed language that would allow medium 
density growth to happen.  Commissioner A. Brockman reminded them there were 
opportunities to create attached housing within single-family zones.  Due to the lateness of the 
hour the Commissioners agreed to continue this discussion. 
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Chair Gaar moved to continue LU 13-0010 to September 23, 2013.  Commissioner A. 
Brockman seconded the motion and it passed 7:0. 
 

7. COMMISSION FOR CITIZEN INVOVLEMENT 

No discussion. 
 

8. SCHEDULE REVIEW 

Chair Gaar and Mr. Siegel indicated that they were going to work on the rolling agenda.  The 
Commissioners asked staff to help them understand how property was zoned when it was 
annexed; the implications of designating a range of zones; and the pros and cons of the MMA 
designation. 
 

9. OTHER BUSINESS – PLANNING COMMISSION 

None. 
 

10. ADJOURNMENT 

There being no other business Chair Gaar adjourned the meeting at 10:30 p.m. 
 

Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Iris McCaleb  /s/ 
Iris McCaleb 
Administrative Support 


